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CAN’T CONNECT
& BUILD TRUST

CAN’T GAIN
COMPETITIVE INTEL

CAN’T WIN BIDS
& RECOMPETES

CAN’T GAIN
INTERNAL SUPPORT

Transformative Results

Leave traditional sales training behind and access unparalleled growth through 

cutting-edge emotional intelligence and engagement methods.

IS YOUR TEAM EXPERIENCING THESE CHALLENGES?

WIN MORE WITH THESE 4 PILLARS OF SUCCESS:

It’s Time to Focus on Your Relationships

Our Hi-Q Success Path™ curriculum enhances your sales and business development 

processes to engage customers early in the development cycle, transforming win rates 

and improving team collaboration.

1 2 3 4
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Customer Intelligence Is Vital 

Your team’s vision, mindset and skills must shift from pushing solutions to 

understanding the real customer motivations. We empower your team to connect 

authentically, identify customer's real needs and gain competitive intel vital for success. 

The Hi-Q Success Path™

We offer a unique, proprietary curriculum designed to help your team learn, apply, 

and master the right thinking, skills, and behaviors at the right time. 

Our curriculum is designed to address the various stages of self-awareness and skills 

we have identified through decades of experience leveraging cutting-edge emotional 
intelligence and customer engagement methodologies. Students are incentivized 

to gain greater awareness and skills throughout our engaging levels of mastery:

LEVEL 5

Elite Professional

LEVEL 4

Super Star

LEVEL 3

Root Cause Revealer

LEVEL 2

Authentic Engager

LEVEL 1

Future Elite Professional
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THIS COURSE IS GREAT FOR:

�  New BD Professionals

�  Seasoned BD Professionals

�  Capture & Program Managers

�  Purchasing & Contract Officers

�  SMEs & Tech Experts

�  BD Leadership

�  Technical & Functional Leadership

Forget overcoming objections, pushy tactics and outdated theories. 

Your team will connect with customers easily and be seen as their trusted

advisor. Join hundreds of leaders like you transforming their win rates.

B2G INDUSTRIES

�  Defense and Aerospace

�  National Security & Intelligence

�  High Technology

�  Manufacturing

�  Consulting & Service Providers

No pushing. 

No persuasion.

No kidding.

H i - Q  S U C C E S S  P A T H ™  

100% Online

L E A R N  A T  Y O U R  P A C E

Duration
1 - 2  W E E K S  P E R  C O U R S E

Weekly Study

3  H O U R S  

Certification
H i - Q  S U C C E S S  P A T H ™

I & IIElite Secrets



Hi-Q Method™ Gap Assessment   |   Human Intelligence Quotient Assessment 
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1 :  SET-UP FOR SUCCESS

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Curriculum: Level I

� Developing Business With the Government

� High Performing BD Habits

� The Hi-Q Engagement Method 

Doing business with the government is different than with commercial customers. BD personnel are often 

told they only need to present, tell stories, and persuade customers to buy their solution. In reality, being 

customer-focused, empathetic, and asking the right questions is consistently the most successful approach. 

So, what does it take to be an Elite Government Consulting (GovCon) professional? Elite Professionals use an 

empathetic mindset and specific customer-centric skills to develop high-quality intelligence and customer 
relationships that last a lifetime. In addition, consistently using the HI-Q Method to execute their strategy 
provides them access to customer intelligence that most competitors don’t have the skills to obtain. The good 

news is these winning skills can all be learned. This training program is designed to provide tangible, 

measurable engagement skills that enhance your company's BD or Capture process.

This section sets the foundation for the course by exploring where BD fits within the many facets of doing 
business within Federal, State, and local governments. We reveal some Elite Professional habits and introduce a 

repeatable engagement method that, when put into practice, is the difference between practitioners and 

professionals. The 5-step Hi-Q Engagement Method will help you differentiate yourself and understand the 

skills needed to compete and win in an ever-changing and competitive environment.

(3 LESSONS)

2:  PLANNING & PREPARATION MAKES PERFECT

� Plan for a Perfect Call

� Identify Customer Problems You Solve

� The Importance of Knowing Your Customer
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Curriculum: Level I Continued

LEARNING OUTCOMES (3 LESSONS)

Elite Professionals understand the impact of planning on the success of their engagements, yet most in a BD 

orle skip this critical step. Winging it does not work. Simply put, effective call planning improves your 

effectiveness on the call and significantly enhances your ability to achieve your goals. In addition, your 
preparation will likely set you apart, resulting in customers opening up to reveal unique intelligence. 

In this section, we will cover the tools and templates the Elite have used for decades to plan and prepare for 

calls. With the help of these tools, you’ll work to understand the customer and hypothesize their needs, 

resulting in a customer-centric call that stands out. 

3:  DIFFERENTIATE YOURSELF

LEARNING OUTCOMES

� The Art of Customer Access

� Call Scripting for Success

� Critical Communication Skills

Elite Professionals know that winning and customer affinity doesn't happen by accident or luck. Instead, 
differentiation—or how you and your capabilities are distinct from others—starts with how you see yourself and 

how you engage the customer.  If the customer can’t connect or trust you, then it’s likely they won’t care about 

your company or solution—regardless of your features or benefits.

In this section, we cover how your success is determined by getting access to the right customer at the right 

time, and how to engage them in a conversation using your enhanced communication skills to uncover their 

needs. Planning your questions ahead of time prepares you to connect deeply and uncover customer needs at 

the root cause. Some of these elements may sound like common sense, but they are not common practice.

(3 LESSONS)

4:  WRAP UP & ASSESSMENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES

In this section, we wrap up Level I and finish with a qualification assessment.

(2 LESSONS)
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1 :  BUILDING CUSTOMER TRUST

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Curriculum: Level II

� BD to the Power of Trust

� Get Your Customer's Attention

� The Hi-Q Discovery Framework

Getting access to the right customer to gather actionable customer intelligence requires you to pique 

curiosity and create an environment where customers are comfortable sharing openly. Often those in BD 

and sales roles believe they have high-quality customer relationships. However, this self-assessment is usually 

based on familiarity and not trust. Trust is essential for success, because people engage entirely different with 

those they truly trust. When customers have that trust with you, they are more open to sharing intelligence 

and become more vested in your success.Your ability to make connections and foster customer affinity is 
often the foundation for your long-term career success.

This section covers why trust is so critical, how to engage customers in a manner that fosters trust, and an 

overview of the Hi-Q Discovery Framework to quickly identify the customer's underlying needs, drivers, 

urgency, and the impact of those needs on the customer both professionally and personally.

(3 LESSONS)

2:  BUILD INSIGHT & ACTION

LEARNING OUTCOMES

� Diagnose the Customer's Real Needs

� Impact Your Customer's Motivation

� Ending with Customer Action

For role success, you must be able to uncover your customer's needs. What they share first with you is often 
surface-level information, so it’s your job to go deeper to uncover their "real" needs and determine the impact 

of meeting that need vs. the status quo. Helping your customer understand the impact also allows them to 

understand how important solving the need or reaching the desired future state is to them. Your questions 

must be designed to help the customer understand how to solve their problems and allow them to feel the 

pain or relief from this course of action.

(3 LESSONS)
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Curriculum: Level II Continued

LEARNING OUTCOMES ( CONTINUED)

In this section, you'll learn questioning techniques that uncover the customer's "real" needs and the impact for 

them and their organization. This approach helps you understand the best solution to help them meet their 

needs for their reasons. We also focus on questioning skills designed to enable the customer to share the next 
steps, deadlines, and urgency for a follow-up meeting. Performed correctly, the customer will tell you exactly 
what to do, whom to engage, and how to measure success. This is usually a paradigm shift for most people in 

the role as it eliminates chasing the customer (constant follow-up) and causes the customer to define the next 
steps for their reasons. Doing this correctly sets you up for success by placing the customer in the driver’s seat, 

so you’ll know exactly what will happen and what is expected.

3:  INCREASE YOUR PROBABILITY OF WIN

LEARNING OUTCOMES

� Assess Your Opportunities

� Call Reports Are Company Assets

� Compelling Virtual Engagements

When it comes to opportunities, they aren't all equal, and every organization has limited resources to pursue 

and capture opportunities. Therefore, you must gather and share actionable and game-changing customer 

intelligence with your internal stakeholders to help them identify which opportunities are worth investment 

and which should be disqualified. Gathering intelligence is the universal step and an Elite skill required to 
make good decisions. 

In this section, you'll learn to assess your opportunities and support your internal stakeholders as they make the 

difficult decisions on what to pursue and what to disqualify. Often the only way stakeholders understand the 
customer's needs is through your call or trip reports. Therefore, your reports must convey actionable intel that is 

easily understood and tailored to the individual needs of your different stakeholders. Gathering Intel and 

sharing internally can set you apart from the crowd and help you build credibility and a reputation for success. 

(3 LESSONS)

4:  WRAP UP & ASSESSMENT

In this section, we wrap up Level II and finish with a qualification assessment.



Our unique engagement method is based on a solid academic foundation of 

leadership development, behavioral psychology and more than 30 years of 

practical application in Government markets.

N I C  C O P P I N G S

Experienced Leadership

S E N I O R  PA R T N E R   |   E X P E R T  T R A I N E R

B R A D L E Y  L E W I S
S E N I O R  PA R T N E R   |   P E R F O R M A N C E  COAC H
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For over 20 years, Nic has partnered with 

thousands of individuals and hundreds of 

companies to improve or accelerate their revenue 

growth in predominantly Government markets. 

Nic focuses on creating and delivering training 

programs designed to improve the efficiency 
and effectiveness of Human Intelligence in 

winning opportunities. He is a subject matter 

expert on the development and implementation 
of Business Development and Capture processes. 

A native of Pietermaritzburg, South Africa, Nic 

has a Bachelor of Social Science degree from 

the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal and an MBA 

from Edinburgh Business School.

Bradley leverages his 30-plus years of leadership 

to help companies focus less on selling and 

more on the reasons their customers buy.

Brad has helped transform numerous companies 

throughout his career by implementing unique 

growth methods in complex customer strategies. 
He has served in various roles, including a Business 

Developer, VP BD, BD and Capture Strategist, 

Managing Director, VP Global Sales and Marketing, 

COO, and CEO. Brad has a Computer Science 

degree from Spartanburg Methodist College 

and advanced coursework from the 

University of SC.
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Should You Enroll Your Team?

Whether your team members are new to business development, in supporting 

roles, or full of seasoned professionals, they should join us if:

They shape relationships and 

requirements early. They collaborate 

and share intel to develop winning 

solutions that meet customer needs. 

They easily get meetings, 

keep the customer talking, 

and get game-changing 

intelligence competitors can’t.

They are seen as the differentiator,  

trusted for the value they bring to 

the customer and are sought out 

as the “go to” person in their field.

This will totally change 

the way you think about 

connecting with people 

and building relationships.

DENNIS 

YOU NEED YOU NEED YOU NEED

Trusted
Advisors

Customer
Magnets

Intel
Whisperers

https://gmarku.com/product/elite-secrets-i-ii-government-business-development/
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Frequently Asked Questions

We don’t teach BD process, we teach how to use an 

engagement method to enhance your internal process.

Everyone has a BD, or Capture process, yet most 

business development professionals are never taught how to 

connect with customers or gather game-changing intelligence.

In this course, your team will learn a proven trust-based 

engagement method commonly used by Elite professionals

to position them as a valuable customer resource.

If you’re ready to significantly improve your team’s customer 
engagement performance in less than a month, it’s time 

to sign them up for Elite Secrets.

HOW IS THIS DIFFERENT?

Absolutely not! Over the last 30 years, about 30% of our 

students are not business development professionals.

These emotional intelligence-based skills cross titles.

Roles that find value in this course include:

This course is for those who engage customers and are

in the pursuit of new or recompete opportunities in 

the Government market.

�  Engineers

�  Purchasing Reps

�  Operations

�  Program Managers

�  Contracts Specialists

�  Executives
�  MARCOM- Marketing & Communications

�  Sales and Sales Leadership

�  Technical and Functional Leaders

�  Capture Leads and Team Members

IS THIS ONLY FOR BD PROFESSIONALS?
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FAQs Continued

A proprietary 5-phase engagement method that integrates into your BD process, not the other way around.

The Hi-Q Method™ is a proprietary engagement method designed to help your team learn, apply, and master the 

appropriate customer engagement skills required for success.

We have identified and outlined the critical thinking, skills, and behaviors most needed to improve BD performance, 
improve the quantity and quality of Human Intelligence your customers share and improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of your customer interactions.

WHAT IS THE HI-Q METHOD™?

This is a self-paced program, meaning your team can work as many or as little hours as their schedule allows. 

We recommend they limit their progress to a couple of lessons per week, to allow time to put their new 

skills into action.

WHAT IS THE TIME COMMITMENT NECESSARY?

They are at an advantage. Why? Because they don’t have to unlearn all the manipulative tactics that so many have 

been taught for decades. They’re starting from a clean slate, and will find this easier than their peers.

WHAT IF MY TEAM IS NEW TO BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT?

Are they introverts? Scared to call on important people? Don’t want to “stir the pot?” We have actually found these 

people who tend to doubt themselves, or that they are capable of being a “superstar,” to be the best in the business.

This is often due to their natural ability to see outside of themselves and focus on the customer with new 

communication skills.

DOES MY TEAM HAVE THE RIGHT SOCIAL SKILLS FOR THIS?

It’s easy to enroll. Simply visit our Elite Secrets page and select your amount and add to cart at the top of the page.

HOW DO I  ENROLL MY TEAM?

Once enrolled, they will receive login information for the class, private community and other materials. 

WHAT HAPPENS ONCE I  ENROLL THEM?

https://gmarku.com/product/elite-secrets-i-ii-government-business-development/

